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By the New York Times best-selling author, an outrageous collection of personal essays about

adulthood, responsibility, and other potential disasters. Jenny Mollen is a writer and actress living in

New York. Until two years ago, her life was exciting, sexy, a little eccentric, and 100 percent

impulsive. She had a husband who embraced her crazy - who understood her need to occasionally

stalk around the house in his ex-girlfriend's old beach caftans and to invite their drug dealer to

Passover seder (so he wouldn't feel like they were using him only for drugs). Then they had their

son, Sid, and overnight Jenny was forced to grow up: to be responsible, to brush her hair, to listen

to her voice mail. Live Fast Die Hot is a collection of stories about what happens when you realize

that some things are more important than crafting the perfect tweet. It follows Jenny to Morocco,

where she embarks on a quest to prove to herself that she can travel alone without reenacting a

plotline from Taken. It shows her confronting demons - most of them from childhood, a few from the

spirit realm. And it culminates in Peru, where Jenny decides that maybe the cure for her worries lies

at the bottom of a cup of ayahuasca. Hilarious, outlandish, and surprisingly affecting, Live Fast Die

Hot reminds you that even if you aren't cut out for adulthood, at least you can be better at it than

your mother.
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HILARIOUS. Just as good and even better than her first book. If you want a read that will keep you

up past a respectable hour laughing, READ THIS BOOK!I tried to preorder but my inept self didn't



realize my credit card listed was years expired.Also, a side note. I was sad the first reviews were

bad because I was excited to read it. Soooo I stalked, no shame...the individual that wrote horrible

reviews about this book also spent their week reviewing....Placemats. Tablecloths. Bug spray.

ONLY my dead grandmother would have found those reviews helpful.

If you like your writers PC, pass this up. If, like me, you like your writers salty with a side of insanity,

oversharing, and strangely relatable twisted musings, get this book! Just as funny, if not more so,

then her podcast w her hubs Jadon Biggs. Love it!

If you don't know who Jenny Mollen is you're missing out- granted I've never read her first book and

I didn't know she existed until about six months ago when I stumbled upon her page on Instagram- I

love this book!She's the only person brave (or crazy) enough to write down what we all think in our

heads. Her humor and view of life is along the lines of Chelsea Handler, Lena Dunham, or even Jim

Gaffigan- it's bold, honest, and totally relatable. No, I don't own a Birkin (or have a fake bag guy lol)

and I definitely could have used a nanny/nurse for my first and second child but despite the lifestyle

and celebrity status that most of us aren't privy to she's still Sid's mom and Jason's wife and totally

winging it like the rest of us. If you aren't then you're either a) lying or b) you came out of the womb

Benjamin Button style and were probably doing your parent's taxes at the age of three and you

wouldn't appreciate the honesty in this book.It's easy to read, covers a variety of life's ups and

downs, and made me laugh out loud so often my husband banished me from the couch while

reading it because I was disturbing his game. Is it an instant literary classic with copious amounts of

symbolism, syntax, and the answers to all of life's great mysteries? No, but is it hysterical and a

great break to read while I'm nursing my newborn and my toddler is drawing on every surface

possible with a black crayon- yes!If you're a mom or about to be a mom I'd add this to the short list

and get ready to laugh.

I have read both of Jenny Mollen's books and have enjoyed them both very much. I love reading

books written by real people, telling real stories. And, if I can laugh while I'm at it, it's a bonus. She

really just says what all of us women feel, but mostly sound ridiculous if we say it out loud. Thank

you for sharing your stories.

Jenny Mollen is hilarious! I saw her initially on Chelsea Handler's various shows with her husband,

Jason Biggs. I never been a huge fan of him, but when I saw them interviewed together I thought



they were just so funny and adorable together, so I started following them on Instagram and

purchased Jenny's book. I didn't read her first book, but I'll definitely go back and read it now. She is

such a down to earth celebrity and says everything moms and wives wish they'd say!

I have been following Jenny Mollen and her Husband Jason Biggs on social medial for quite some

time. Their sense of humor about life and family in general is very similar to mine and I find them

both very entertaining. Because I had read Jennys first book and loved it, I already had a pre-order

on this book before it was offered to me for review, so it was a no brainier to take it.At times Jenny is

raunchy, inappropriate, provides TMI and quite often does things others may find offensive, but

she's real and doesn't make excuses for who she is. This book gives some background to the

beginning of her relationship with Jason, their foray into becoming parents and all that goes with it

and it follows all the way through to some very recent events and while plenty of it is humor, there

are some serious moments. For me I had it read in less than 2 days and enjoyed every bit of it.As

for who this book is meant for? If you are familiar with and like Jenny or enjoy comedians like Amy

Schumer or Nikki Glaser, then good chance is you'll like this and find yourself laughing out loud

often. I also highly recommend reading her first book I Like You Just the Way I Am: Stories About

Me and Some Other People if you enjoy this one and following both Jenny (jenntandteets2) and

Jason (biggsjason) on Instagram for even more laughs. Currently they are in Umbria, Italy and they

are staying true to form there.

I preordered the book a while ago and once it finally came out,I was excited to dive right into it. It

was typical Jenny. Funny to the point where I LOLd more often than not while reading. Can't wait to

share it with others. A great read.

I had a good time reading this. It was lighthearted and just what I needed. Go into this book with a

light heart and a laugh. It just Jenny telling a story about her life. It was fun
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